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 ART COMMISSION 
 
Minutes of the meeting on Wednesday, August 28, 2019 
Beginning at 2:00 p.m. 
 
PRESENT OF THE COMMISSION: Indovina, Arimoto-Mercer, Goulatia, Luckett, 

Gable 
 
PRESENT OF THE STAFF:    Cavalline 
             
   
 
                                   AGENDA ITEMS COVERED IN THESE MINUTES 

ITEM PAGE 
1. Steps We Take  1-2 
2. MuseumLab Pole Banners 2-3 
3. South 21st Street Streetscape 3-4 

 
 
 
A.  Approval of Meeting Minutes 
 
Roll call. Indovina asks for Commissioners to review and comment on the minutes from July 
2019. Luckett motions to approve the minutes, seconded by Goulatia. All ayes. Motion carried. 
 
 
 
B.  Correspondence 
 
None. 
 
 
 
C. Items for Review  
 

1. Steps We Take – Office of Public Art 
(Courtesy) 
Sallyann Kluz, OPA 

Scott Bricker, Bike Pittsburgh 

Morton Brown, OPA (consultant) 

 
Kluz introduces the project, which is a series of artist-created events designed to activate city 
steps in four city communities. The project is a collaboration with Bike Pittsburgh. 
 
Brown goes over the four projects, which are taking place in Polish Hill, Troy Hill, West End, and 
Fineview. 
 
Indovina asks about the schedule of events. Kluz says that the events take place over the 
course of ten days, starting on October 4th. She gives a schedule of events, which she says will 
be posted online in the first week of September.  
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Arimoto-Mercer asks if there are any accommodations for people who need ADA access. Kluz 
says that although the idea is to celebrate the steps, a lot of the events take place on the 
adjacent streets, which will be fully accessible.  
 
Luckett asks if they will be getting permits for the street events. Kluz says they have been in 
conversation with DPW and DOMI regarding the necessary permits. Luckett and Goulatia 
commend the project. 
 
Indovina says he looks forward to seeing the events. Derek Reese of OPA points out that they 
have scheduled the events not to overlap. 
 
MOTION:   None  
 
 
 

2. MuseumLab Pole Banners – Children’s Museum of Pittsburgh 
(Conceptual/Final) 
Bill Schlageter, CMoP 

 
Schlageter gives his presentation, which is for banners attached to five existing light poles on 
the campus of the Children’s Museum of Pittsburgh. The banners are to aid in wayfinding for the 
newly-opened MuseumLab in the former Carnegie Library of Allegheny City. This project came 
before Art Commission previously and was tabled. 
 
Schlageter shows photos of existing signage on the buildings adjacent to the banners as well as 
images of the proposed banners. The number of proposed banners has been reduced from ten 
to five and the duration is set at 18 months. Museumgoers will be surveyed to gauge the 
effectiveness of the banners as a wayfinding tool. Schlageter states that he has also spoken to 
neighboring institutions and they do not have any plans to implement their own banners within 
the time frame of this project.  
 
Indovina says he appreciates that Schlageter has addressed the Commission’s previous 
comments and thinks that this is a stronger proposal.  
 
Goulatia says that she recently visited MuseumLab and it was difficult to find. She says that she 
thinks the banners will be helpful. 
 
Luckett says that Schlageter did a great job with the project revision. She says that over time 
they will be able to figure out what is most needed in terms of wayfinding. 
 
Arimoto-Mercer asks what the Commission had previously determined to be considered 
“temporary” in terms of projects. Cavalline says that temporary is a year or under, but that he 
would like to have further discussion for clarification with the Commissioners. 
 
Indovina says he appreciates that this project has a finite timespan and that there will be real 
information gathered as to the usefulness of the banners. 
 
Goulatia asks about the material of the banners and if they are vinyl. Schlageter says they are 
of soft fabric and he believes they are vinyl. Goulatia advises to just be cautious that they are of 
a material that will look good for 18 months. 
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MOTION:  Conceptual/Final Approval 
 
MOVED BY: Goulatia                     
SECONDED BY:  Arimoto-Mercer 
IN FAVOR:  All  
OPPOSED:  None  
         
CARRIED 
 
 
 

3. South 21st Street Streetscape – Western Pennsylvania Conservancy 
(Conceptual/Final) 
Jeffrey Bergman, WPC 

Jiayu Qin, Environmental Planning & Design 

 
Bergman introduces the project, which is a reconstruction of the street and sidewalk spanning 
four city blocks of South 21st Street. 
 
Qin explains the details of the plan, which includes green infrastructure, storm water 
management, landscaping, and an art/lighting component that is designed to draw attention to 
storm water systems. 
 
Arimoto-Mercer asks if reverse-angle diagonal parking is used anywhere else in Pittsburgh. 
Bergman says the only other location is on River Avenue, and the Department of City Planning 
required it in the current project. Arimoto-Mercer asks if they did any studies on the 
effectiveness of the River Avenue parking. Bergman says no. Arimoto-Mercer asks if there will 
be signage to help people, and Bergman says yes. Qin says that there will be two signs for each 
segment of parking. Arimoto-Mercer asks if there will be a post-construction study as to how it is 
working. Qin says that is a great idea. 
 
Arimoto-Mercer asks about the wood decking and if they have chosen a specific material for it. 
Qin shows the Commission material samples for the decking. Arimoto-Mercer asks if this kind of 
decking has been used in a public area that has received as much foot traffic as this site will. 
Qin says that this material is designed for public exterior surfaces. Arimoto-Mercer asks how it 
weathers. Qin says it will become more neutral and silver. She also says that the decking is not 
used on the heaviest foot traffic routes.  
 
Goulatia asks about the weathered steel material, and where it will go. Qin shows in the 
diagrams where it will be used as edging for the landscaping.  
 
Goulatia asks if this area is close to the Brewhouse, and Bergman says yes and points it out. 
 
Arimoto-Mercer points out that some of the plants extend over the street, particularly a multi-
stemmed specimen. She says that trees like that often get swiped by passing vehicles and asks 
how they will be pruned or maintained. Bergman says that WPC’s forester will work with the City 
forester to determine actual plant varieties and they will defer to the City forester for the final 
choice of specimens.  
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Arimoto-Mercer asks about the lighting in the art component. Qin says that the LED lights will 
shift from warm to cool colors in response to how much storm water is being treated. Goulatia 
asks if the lights are solar-powered. Qin says no. Goulatia says that would be a good addition, 
and Qin says she will note that.  
 
Bergman notes that the project is in one of the most impactful sewer sheds identified by the 
Pittsburgh Water and Sewer Authority for storm water management. 
 
Goulatia asks about the art installation (dandelions) that is outside of the nearby Brewhouse, 
and if they are going to move it. Bergman says that they have had very good communication 
with all the nearby property owners and they will address any considerations as necessary. He 
says that if the art needed to be moved, it would be put back. Luckett notes that the art 
installation is a safety hazard that was not given Art Commission approval.  
 
Luckett says that this project will increase the safety and quality of this street immensely. 
Goulatia says it looks beautiful. Arimoto-Mercer says she wishes there would be some signage 
telling how much water is being treated at this location. She says the art component is great but 
may be too subtle to pass along this information to a lot of people. Qin says that this information 
is given discreetly in the artistic elements, but they hope that people will be interested enough 
by the art to look closer and investigate the information. Arimoto-Mercer says that it is just 
something to think about, as it may be too subtle for people to actually read it. 
 
Cavalline notes that there was not a support letter submitted from the Department of Mobility 
and Infrastructure. Bergman says that they have reached out to their contact at DOMI but have 
not received the support letter yet. Cavalline says that Final Approval would be contingent on 
that support. 
 
Luckett asks about the timeframe, and Bergman says that they would like to start construction 
next year. They are applying for grants at this time.  
 
MOTION:  Conceptual/Final Approval, pending a letter of support from the Department of 
Mobility and Infrastructure   
 
MOVED BY:  Arimoto-Mercer                     
SECONDED BY:  Luckett   
IN FAVOR:  All  
OPPOSED:  None  
         
CARRIED 
 
 
 
Meeting Adjourned 
 


